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Managing Attention
We tend to place a lot of emphasis on our circumstances, assuming that what happens to us (or fails 

to happen) determines how we feel. From this perspective, the small-scale details of how you 

spend your day aren’t that important, because what matters are the large-scale outcomes, such as 

whether or not you get a promotion or move to that nicer apartment. 

According to Gallagher, decades of research contradict this understanding. Our brains instead 

construct our worldview based on what we pay attention to. If you focus on a cancer diagnosis, you and 

your life become unhappy and dark, but if you focus instead on an evening martini, you and your 

life become more pleasant—even though the circumstances in both scenarios are the same. As 

Gallagher summarizes:  “Who you are, what you think, feel, and do, what you love—is the sum of 

what you focus on.”

In Rapt, Gallagher surveys the research supporting this understanding of the mind. She cites, for 

example, the University of North Carolina psychologist Barbara Fredrickson: a researcher who 

specializes in the cognitive appraisal of emotions. Aft er a bad or disrupting occurrence in your 

life, Frederickson’s research shows, what you choose to focus on exerts signifi cant leverage on your 

attitude going forward. These simple choices can provide a “reset button” to your emotions. She 

provides the example of a couple fi ghting over inequitable splitting of household chores. “Rather 

than continuing to focus on your partner’s selfi shness and sloth,” she suggests, “you might focus 

on the fact that at least a festering confl ict has been aired, which is the fi rst step toward a solution 

to the problem, and to your improved mood.” This seems like a simple exhortation to look on 

the bright side, but Frederickson found that skillful use of these emotional “leverage points” can 

generate a signifi cantly more positive outcome aft er negative events.

Scientists can watch this eff ect in action all the way down to the neurological level. Stanford psy-

chologist Laura Carstensen, to name one such example, used an fMRI scanner to study the brain 

behavior of subjects presented with both positive and negative imagery. 

She found that for young people, their amygdala (a center of emotion) fi red with activity at both 

types of imagery. When she instead scanned the elderly, the amygdala fi red only for the positive
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images. Carstensen hypothesizes that the elderly subjects had trained the prefr ontal cortex to 

inhibit the amygdala in the presence of negative stimuli. These elderly subjects were not happier 

because their life circumstances were better than those of the young subjects; they were instead 

happier because they had rewired their brains to ignore the negative and savor the positive. By 

skillfully managing their attention, they improved their world without changing anything con-

crete about it. 

        

          - Deep Work by Cal Newport  

         

David Trent believes that wisdom comes fr om continually seeking to learn and grow through relation-

ships and reading, which leads to personal development.  In an eff ort to inspire learning in others, Da-

vid Trent sends out weekly Wisdom Sessions.  He recommends purchasing and reading any book source 

used in these Wisdom Sessions.
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OPT - Make a Supreme Eff ort to Put Only Positive Thoughts in Your Memory Bank

“I know that there is nothing better for people than to be happy and to do good while they live.” – Ecclesiastes 3:12


